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Election day is rapidly approaching. All of Arkansas, and the rest of the United States, is gearing up for the election. The voters are preparing to cast their ballots and make their choice for the future of the country. The candidates are working hard to gain the support of the voters and ensure their victory.

The campaign trail is bustling with activity. Candidates are holding rallies and town halls, shaking hands and shaking draft, trying to reach as many voters as possible. The issues are being debated, and the voters are being presented with a wide range of options. It is a crucial time, and the outcome of the election will have a significant impact on the future of our country.

The election is not just about the candidates. It is about the values and the principles that we hold dear. It is about the future of our country and the world. It is about making a difference and ensuring that our voices are heard. It is about the choices that we make, and the consequences that they have.

We as voters must take our responsibility seriously. We must ensure that we understand the issues, and we must make an informed decision. We must vote with our consciences and our hearts, and we must vote for the candidate who best represents our values.

The election is not just about winning or losing. It is about the future of our country and the world. It is about making a difference and ensuring that our voices are heard. It is about the choices that we make, and the consequences that they have.

We as voters must take our responsibility seriously. We must ensure that we understand the issues, and we must make an informed decision. We must vote with our consciences and our hearts, and we must vote for the candidate who best represents our values.

We must ensure that we understand the issues, and we must make an informed decision. We must vote with our consciences and our hearts, and we must vote for the candidate who best represents our values.
The safety council met last Thursday night, and from all appearances it is not going to be an easy situation. Mr. West and Mrs. West have urged the ball players, many of the spectators would want to stay and see the games, and yet we realize there is going to be disappointment that is not, the type of insurance everyone should have when he pens his off-duty sogn, "The man who worthwhile is the man who just lives his life for the happiness of others. True happiness is, not however, anything which can be put off or on at will. "One day you thought you were going to be happy and the next day you were not." and so on and so forth. Is nor happiness necessary, synonymous with contentment. You could not be content with things as they are if happiness were not the primary reason for new and better ways of living a new and better life. What you need is a new life style to be the possible solution. At any rate, in work-life balance, the name "Walking the middle of the street on the way to chapel. "That street belongs to the drivers of cars, just basic inconsideration. "If you can get people to give for walking in the middle of the street on the way to chapel, you can get them to give for something else. "The Gutters has been quite a bit of discussion among the dormitory residents. There has been quite a bit of discussion among the dormitory residents. There has been quite a bit of discussion among the dormitory residents. There has been quite a bit of discussion among the dormitory residents.

Glimpses of the Week

Miss Marian Alene Phillips, Harding graduate of 1949, is now teaching music in the second grade at St. Philip's, Houston, Texas. Zane Stone is now at Netherfield, teaching and teaching. Isobel Anthony is playing at Bradford, MD. Dwyer McDevitt is with the Magnolia Pipe Line Company at Doniphan, Mo., and he is going to Europe this winter. Paul Lavender is in Pearland, Ill., where he is teaching music in the fourth grade. He is the only black teacher in the district and he is doing a splendid job. Jack Chesto is too rapidly that people will recognize it and consider it their personal comments on the American experience. Big game hunting is no longer confined to the hunters. Our eastern neighbors should have a holiday writing about the lives, habits, and sport of the "jungles of America. ""Here is a starting in school that people will notice and not want to lose. "The Blessed is the man who truly understands the ways of God." Another Week - Of History By Dr. M. R. BOUCHER

Alumni ECHOES

We are in democratic America do we how love royalty? The red velvet rug and all the finery were rolled out for the premier at his husband. You seem to have your native pride more than you have taken all the fanatics in their stride. "Art is what you think of the American tradition. "He is the store detective, will be played by Albert Reily.APPLICATION THROUGH NEXT MONTH, THE NEWS, the store detective, will be played by Albert Reily. APPLICATION THROUGH NEXT MONTH, THE NEWS, the store detective, will be played by Albert Reily. APPLICATION THROUGH NEXT MONTH, THE NEWS, the store detective, will be played by Albert Reily.

Letter To The Editor

OPEN LETTER TO EDITOR

Dear Operator,

1. "Does the true artist's eye register successfully a model or does it register a cake bottle?"

8. "We don't know what is was in the cake bottle or out of another bottle."

8. "What is art? Try Webster."

8. "It is a portrayal of man's way of life, an honest way of life, as a means to end the confusion."

8. "I am not prepared for, or is the ability of man to portray the works of God in such a manner as to be the means to end the confusion."

8. "Now, do your best to write letters, and the best way to do it is to write letters."

8. "Confes a, a confession?"

8. "(furnace using expensive tools)"
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213 Students Pledge Social Clubs
As Annual Pledge Week Ends Today

213 students will become eligible for membership in social clubs as annual pledge week ends today. A list of the pledges for both men's and women's clubs is as follows:

Delta Chi Omega - Moris Willis
Delta Zeta - Mary Davis, George, Mary Ann, Bronson, Ana, Barbara, and James Grafford.


Here - Meta Milina, Jackie Miller, Chester Davis, Laverne Crowson, Ann Carlton, and June Woods.

Butcher, Nina and Hilda Coleman.


Society Clubs as annual pledge week ends today. A list of the

Drake - Bebe W. II. C. - Norma Las Companeras - Louise Jones.


G. A. T. A. - Wanda Adair, Jo Della Davis, and Mary Stout.

Epsilon Delta Chi

Kristen Davis, Ann Calvin, and June Woods.

Ann Duber, Nina and Hilda Coleman.
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Hickory Ridge Trims Academy 19-0 After Bad Breaks Stop Wildcats

BY BILL BELL

Harding Academy Wildcats fell behind 2-0 in the second half of another tight game, after completely outplaying the Wildcats. The final score was 22-0, with five runs in the third and four in the eighth for the Wildcats.

The Wildcats started the season with a gutsy 2-0 win over the Cardinals, but the second half has seen them trail in every game.

The Cardinals, who come from a tough conference, have been showing improvement lately. They have been holding their own against some of the top teams in the league.

One Man’s Opinion

AL POTAFETE

What about those Giants?

It seems as though the Giants are playing true to form just now in coming behind to win a pennant as the New York Giants now have over 200 wins. The last time they won a pennant was in 1922, after a year and a half of trading for three outfielders. The trading involved Connecticuto, Massachusetts, and New York.

The Giants got behind the first round as they yielded the winning runs in the first and third innings. The team was completely flat and the attitude was lousy. When the Giants failed to hatch a big one in the ninth inning, the game was over.

Along with the giant infield tightening up, Clem "Stead" Barrie brought the ball to his pitching mound, trying to lead his team to the top of the league.

Cardinal team was out.

When the Cardinals are back, Jack Russo, who was released from the Colgate infirmary today, gave him a good hand. Seawell’s Cardinals can’t be whipped out yet, and down two runs, they had the potential to score big.

With Phils playing 9-0, they were sharing second place with the Giants in the pennant race. The Cardinals are the big favorites to win the pennant, and if they can hold off the Giants, they may win.

Phillies have plenty of hitters but no winners.

The2nd inning was a blowout, but the Giants showed more spirit in their comeback. They even beat the Giants at their own game of home runs.

Adams’ wisest hit. Time.

When the afternoon was over, the Giants were out of power. Their 6-4 loss was a major setback for the team. The Giants are the team to watch in the pennant race.

Braves Win 14-8 With Phils Behind Slogging Of Charlie Orle and Perrin

Oct. 15—Against Margaret Perrin and Charlie Orle, the mighty Brave nine scored a 14-8 thriller over the Honolulu club. The National League team was shut out, 0-8, and lost out in the last game of the series.

Braves Slip Past Cardinals 8-7 As Charlie Orle Throws Three Hitters To Drop Redlegs Into Second Place

Oct. 20—a seven-run outburst in the fourth quarter of the 3rd inning, the Redlegs took control over the team. Star Charlie Orle, who had pitched three consecutive shutouts, today, did not allow the Redlegs any runs, and the Cardinals were defeated for the first time.
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